
SPOON HIGH & LOW
Easy Chair & Stool
By Monica Förster



FACTS

The easy chair Spoon designed by Monica Förster is in many ways an easy piece of furniture:
easy to move, easy to vary, easy to combine and easy to apply in different surroundings and
environments. Spoon gives a tight impression, but is both comfortable and nice to sit in. The
generous seat gives an embracing feeling with support for the arms. The back is covered with
textile. The lines of the easy chair are emphasized by a frame in a reflecting material. The
choice of material and form brings the mind to sports and movement. Spoon fit well into both
public spaces and home environments. Several chairs around a table provide a nice venue for
the smaller meeting, and alone it becomes comfortable reading corner or TV furniture.
Despite the organic and tight form it has a soft expression, tastefully complementing furniture
with straighter lines.

“The inspiration to the form originally came from Japanese spoons, thereof the name Spoon.
Then the associations have gone to Asian food, energy, speed and wellness”, says Monica
Förster.

“When I contemplate a mission, I borrow from other parts of the world and let them meet in
‘our’ world. In Spoon I have let sport, health, functionalism and the new time’s activities such
as yoga and Pilates meet. A light easy chair that reflects our time, where the whole human
being’s wellness, both physical and psychological, is in focus”, says Monica Förster.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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H 720, S 400, W 660, D 730/460 H 940, S 400, W 660, D 840/480

SPOON HIGH & LOW

OPTIONAL
Frame in OFFECCT Flexicolor. OFFECCT Selected PatternsTM Stitches are avaliable in six
different designs: Bow, Brick, Hex, Languett, Parallel and Zig. The seams are available in 12
colors: Beige, black, brown, dark blue, dark green, dark grey, grey, neon green, neon orange,
orange, red and white. If not specified, anthracite will be used as standard. Sound absorbing
felt glides.

FLEXICOLORSEAMSSTITCHES

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

Frame in laminated wood with cold foam. Upholstered in fabric or leather. Standard leather
Elmo Soft, piquet on the inside and standard on the outside. Frame in chrome with ABS
glides.

This product is available in an eco-labeled performance, certified by the Nordic Ecolabel and/or Möbelfakta.
By choosing this product you make a difference towards a better environment.
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